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Executive summary
The consortium confidential deliverable D21.2 provides an overview over the applied
software concept for each of the ECUs being used in HAVEit (CSC and XCC, see D21.1).
Furthermore, the configuration process concepts are presented, which not only simplify the
overall development-process, but also reduce the amount of potential errors during the
development and integration of safe architectures.
Background
The overall objective of the HAVEit project is to enhance the safety in road traffic. One
measure to achieve this goal is the development of powerful highly automated vehicle
applications supporting the driver in critical situations by performing exhaustive driving tasks
or even by taking over vehicle control in order to prevent accidents. In comparison with stateof-the art assistance functions, the HAVEit applications shall provide a much higher automation level. This is not only challenging for the software developer of the application, but also
for the hardware designer of the specific vehicle systems, ensuring the safe execution of the
software commands.
With growing automation level the impact of a faulty application on the vehicle and its environment becomes more critical (e.g. sudden loss of the servo-steering support is much less
critical than the sudden loss of an autopilot). Furthermore, it needs to be assured, that


failures are safely detected,



faulty components are safely passivated (preventing uncontrolled vehicle movement) and



the driver is requested to take over vehicle control in cases the ADAS gets lost.

Consequently, measures need to be applied, which provide the required availability and
integrity of the highly automated vehicle application.
From the hardware point-of-view, one measure is the appliance of redundancy. By using
redundant components, faults can be detected and faulty components can be passivated in
consequence (so called fail-silent behaviour). Dependent on the degree of the applied
redundancy even systems can be designed which replace faulty components by non-faulty
ones and therewith provide the highly automated functionality even after occurrence of a first
fault (so called fail-operational behaviour). To provide both behaviours, two different ECUs
will be developed within the HAVEit project: for fail-silent behaviour, the CSC-ECU – developed by CAG – constitutes the suitable solution; for fail-operational behaviour, the XCC-ECU
– developed by USTUTT – is available (see D21.1 »Hardware-Deliverable«).
Each ECU needs a specific software package, providing the basic functionality of the according control computer. Namely these software packages are the very complex AUTOSAR
environment for the CSC and the redundancy management (providing the fail-operational
behaviour) for the XCC. For both software packages, configuration processes shall be introduced in HAVEit


to simplify the overall handling and decrease of the development effort,



to decrease the individual “brain-work” and therewith potential error sources by provision
of approved mechanism snippets and



to provide a systematic and easy-to-understand process to ensure that no important task
will be forgotten.
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Results and conclusions
The software and configuration process concepts related to XCC and CSC, respectively,
have been successfully implemented.
For the CSC ECU the main focus concerning configurability lies on the AUTOSAR software.
Therefore, a tool-chain was presented within this document, explaining step-by-step the
implementation and configuration of the AUTOSAR environment. In addition, CAG arranged
a workshop for all partners, introducing this tool-chain and the according process.
For the XCC ECU the main focus concerning the configurability lies on the redundancy
management, mainly providing the fail-operational behaviour of the XCC. Therefore, the
concept of an assumed tool-chain was presented, which will manage and provide the
configurability of the redundancy management. This concept states the basis for implementation of the tool-chain, which will start right after.
Both presented concepts promise to satisfy the project’s needs, namely:


to simplify the software production,



to decrease potential error sources and



to provide a systematic guideline for the software production.
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